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Gentrification is the process of renovating the housing and other buildings in a neighborhood in order to increase property values, bring in high value restaurants and shops, attract more affluent residents. The term was coined in 1964 by British sociologist Ruth Glass. Since then the term has been met with both admiration and criticism. As will be made clear, by looking at Chicago and the surrounding neighborhoods, gentrification has more impactful negatives than positives. It continuously tends to have many undesirable consequences that seem to fall disproportionately on low income minorities. While gentrification may be impossible to curb, it is vastly important that the negative impact become known in an attempt prevent further harm from being done.

Despite the fact that gentrification of urban neighborhoods negatively affects low income minorities, it is very easy to get caught up in its appeal. There are a number of potential benefits that gentrifying a deteriorating area can have on the economy as well as on the people and safety of certain neighborhoods. Advocates for gentrification may argue that restoring old buildings helps keep hold of an area’s past. If these building were allowed to be torn down or to deteriorate to a point unrecognizable, part of the past could be lost forever. By restoring these old buildings, a community becomes revitalized. A sense of history and culture can be preserved. Aside from this preservation, proponents of this argue that gentrification can leads to great economic growth. According to J. Peter Byrne at the Georgetown University Law Center, “increases in the number of affluent and well-educated residents is plainly good for cities, on balance, by increasing the number of residents who can pay taxes, purchase local goods and services, and support, and support the city in state and federal political processes.”

These new businesses continue to advance the perception that gentrification is a largely positive phenomenon. According to Jacob L. Vidgor, “as a centralizing force, gentrification could potentially improve labor market outcomes for central city residents by offsetting spatial mismatch… residential gentrification might cause a reallocation of jobs in personal service industries and retail
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trade towards central cities.”

Advocates argue that there will be more job opportunities that are brought into these areas that may have been lacking business before. People like Vidgor say that this may actually cause more low income people to stay in these gentrified neighborhoods. They could be awarded job opportunities that had been lost to them before the buildup. One has to just walk down the street of the many gentrified neighborhoods in Chicago to see that the creation of jobs through new restaurants, franchises, or cooperate retail stores. Whether it be Logan Square, Wicker Park, or the former area of Cabrini Green; everywhere there are abundances of stores like Starbucks or Target. These all could serve as a haven for those seeking jobs.

Supporters may also argue that crime rates dramatically decrease in areas that have become gentrified. According to experts, “… middle- income people commit less crime than do those on lower incomes- the displacement of the latter by the former should reduce crime.” With the new housing and businesses a certain demographic tends to move into gentrified areas. This group is heavily white middle class citizens. Many supporters of gentrification continue to argue that this group of people usually commit less crime than those who are displaced. These “experts” believe that the low income minority people who previously inhabited these places are more prone to violence and illegal activity. When middle class white families move in, theoretically the crime rates should plummet.

At surface level, these make gentrification seem like a no brainer. Who wouldn’t want historical preservation, more job opportunities, and less crime? In reality, supporters fail to grasp the underlying affects gentrification actually has on not only the built up neighborhood, but the city as a whole. While white middle class citizens may benefit from this process, gentrification has a number of undesirable consequences that have fallen disproportionately on low income minorities. These consequences include, but are not limited to, expensive housing and building costs that displace minorities throughout the city, the loss of cultural identity for many neighborhoods which are replaced by a global landscape indistinguishable from other urban areas through the city, and the increase in crime rates through the rest of the city as those prone to criminal activity are scattered.

One of the biggest negative results of gentrification is the increase in both building and housing rents. As neighborhoods are built up, the price of living also rises. This leads to a decrease in affordable housing. One only needs to look to Logan Square and Humboldt Park to see these results first hand. On June 6, 2015 Chicago’s new elevated trail and park system opened on the Northwest side. The 606, or Bloomingdale line, is a $95 million project that converted an old 2.7 mile elevated railway into a greenway reserved for recreational use. While the mayor of Chicago, Rahm Emanuel, celebrated the opening as a way to unite neighborhoods, many in the area fear that this opening is actually a “double-edged sword.” Alderman Robert Maldonado stated, “At the beginning, when this was being discussed, they thought it would be a nice amenity for the community and they supported it… I told them, ‘Be careful, this is going to drive up rents and assessed values.’ Now they are worried about the impact to long-term residents and other residents.”

The new trail connects a number of different areas that have been going through
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development the last few years, from Bucktown to Humbolt Park. As of last May, prices had already increased to a median of $477,500 for detached single-family homes in Logan Square, an increase of 27.5 percent from only two years before. While this may be good for those who own property, the 65 percent who do not are at risk of being priced out. A number of these at risk are lower income minority citizens. One example is Eric Nunez, a Mexican-American student, who has lived in Logan Square all of his 15 years. Nunez fears that his family will not be able to stay much longer if things continue to change so quickly. Nunez was one of around fifty teenagers that protested near The 606 trail to try and draw attention to the fact that Logan Square has become increasingly unaffordable for some families. This is just one example of the effect gentrification continues to have in neighborhoods throughout the city. In July 2015 in Chicago, rents of two-bedroom apartments had increased by 5.2 percent a year since 2012. That amount to more than 20 percent over four year. More affluent residents are drawn to the new development. Developers realize this and increase their prices without a second thought of who may be adversely affected. This example of Logan Square is just a snapshot of what is happening through the rest of Chicago. Paul Levin, a long-time resident and Executive Director of the Logan Square Chamber of Commerce, attempts to get this point across using an analogy with cake:

“Logan Square was always a neighborhood that had a good mixture of economic classes. The illustration I usually use is the layer cake… Into the 1970s and the 80s, the middle [income bracket] got thinner and the top got thinner and the bottom [bracket] got bigger. But then in the 90s that started to change again slowly. And we’re back now where the middle and top layer are at least two thirds, if not more of the cake. The low income population is down again.”

The lower income population is directly affected by this increase in. These people are being forced out of neighborhoods and homes they had occupied for years. In the 70’s and 80’s most of the people that moved into Logan Square were Latino families, mostly Puerto Rican. Today the demographic tends to be younger, single, and white.

It would be one thing if these landlords and realtors were just a product of the times and allowed a natural process of development to take place. Instead they use extreme and sometimes even illegal measures to displace minorities from their living quarters. This is greatly evident by looking at Albany Park in Chicago. In Albany Park in 2014, ownership of an apartment complex at 4834 N. Springfield Ave. changed hands to Barnett Capital LLC. Residents saw this as an opportunity to get much needed repairs done. They brought in building inspectors who recorded a number of code violations. When informed about these repairs, the owners either ignored the requests to repair, or quickly and poorly attempted a fix. Following the requests, the owners gave 30
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day eviction notices to the residents. Housing coordinator Antonio Gutierrez stated, “For now they are in their rights to give eviction notice, but it seems like Barnett Capital really wants to evict them because they are organizing… That is not legal, that is retaliation.”

Gentrification continues to displace residents throughout the city, and at times these landlords’ tactics are highly illegal. They continue to be effective though because many people do not know their rights and abide by the illegal practices. “They tell people the police are going to come, sometimes not even giving them 30 days’ notice… We’re seeing things like threatening to call immigration. We’ve seen threats about cutting lights, electricity, gas, hot water, which is completely illegal and they cannot do.”

These owners take advantage of the lack of money and resources these low income minorities have in order to advance their business, no matter what the cost.

In the past, Chicago has been praised for its extensive cultural diversity. People used to be able to go into different neighborhoods and immerse themselves into cultures completely different than the ones they experience every day. This cultural diversity seems to be shifting in the face of gentrification. The demographic and landscape tend to be changing from unique to certain parts of the city, to a global landscape indistinguishable from other areas in Chicago. The cultural identity is continuously being lost as neighborhoods are becoming “revitalized.” Humboldt Park is one area that greatly demonstrates this phenomenon. Humboldt Park traditionally has had a very strong Puerto Rican, Mexican, and African American population. Gentrification has continuously threatened areas like this by making them more and more white. “Between 2000 and 2010 the Hispanic population of the Humboldt Park Community area decreased by 4% and the black population decreased by 23.8%. At the same time the white population increased by 30.1%.”

This steady flow of white community members has started to threaten the cultural traditions of a typically diverse area. The implementation of Riot Fest here shows just how much of a problem this has become. Riot Fest is a punk music festival that was thrust into Humboldt Park in 2012. Protestors believe that Riot Fest absolutely has contributed to gentrification which in turn has caused systematic racism and a loss to cultural identity. The organizers of riot fest have demonstrated this racism simply by their beliefs of what an ethnic minority means to a community. “People thought we were crazy for choosing Humboldt Park in Chicago, but we knew we were right… Humboldt is fast becoming its own economic engine… and we are proud to be a part of that rehabilitation.”

The organizers of the festival believe that the community was broken just because the mere fact there was a strong ethnic population. It demonstrates the idea that the occupation of minority neighborhoods by a white population is for their own wellbeing. This racist ideology, while on a smaller scale, is the same sentiment that has been seen for hundreds of years throughout the world. In Latin America, the Middle East, and Africa white Europeans have been advocates and perpetrators of colonialism that has caused a great loss of an ethnic identity and stability in these regions. As stated, while the scale may be different there are many parallels to the thoughts introduced by Kipling in his poem, “The White Man’s Burden.” The poem was written is response to the US imperialism on the
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Philippine Islands. Kipling states,

“Take up the White Man’s burden—
send forth the best ye breed—
… Your new-caught, sullen peoples
Half-devil and half-child…”

Kipling believed that as the “superior race” it was their responsibility to show the rest of the world the right way to live. As was the common belief at the time, the white race was much more advanced and civilized while others were savages and underdeveloped. This example of defacto segregation mirrors the ideology of Riot Fest organizers when they believe it is their responsibility to help the Humboldt Park area by forcing a music festival on the people. Fortunately, the people of Humboldt Park had their voices heard. After a number of protests, the organizers had decided that after three years, Riot Fest would be moved to Douglas Park in the North Lawndale community.

While those protests were successful, this has not been the case for a majority of areas that are facing or have faced the threat of gentrification. Areas like Wicker Park and Bronzeville have two things in common. First, their community members tried desperately to stop the gentrification taking place in their neighborhoods. Second, their efforts were futile in attempting to preserve a unique cultural identity. In Wicker Park, “Gone are the places like the Busy Bee, a diner and gathering place for Polish politicos and generation of art-school students. Now there are spaces with pricey menus and beautiful people, high design and dining gimmicks.” In Bronzeville, which used to be heart of the old Black Belt, there is an incoming population of young people who are predominantly Caucasian and seem to only care about nightly drink specials. Gone is the cultural distinctiveness of an area that was the setting of the novel Native Son, or the poetry collection A Street In Bronzeville. The identity of these historic neighborhoods has been lost as a result of gentrification. This trend will continue to happen as areas throughout the city continue to become “revitalized” and attract a population of white middle-class citizens.

Adding to the destruction of a unique identity and towards the conformity of other neighborhoods is the fact that smaller businesses are being forced out by larger corporations and chain restaurants. At a small scale, tenured residents with local jobs will have a very difficult time competing with newcomers benefitting from global wages. When it really comes down to it, local communities will not be able to afford to stay in business. Larger businesses have the money for increased rest, and the ability to pay their workers more while also keeping their prices down. Recently, coffee has become a sign of gentrification. The mass creation of new Starbucks on every other corner has indicated neighborhoods being built up. Coffee as an indicator of gentrification can be seen in Pilsen. Bow Truss Coffee Company stirred outrage by members of the community. Handwritten signs that stated “This is what gentrification looks like!,” “Fresh roasted Gentrification

served here,” and “Wake up and smelllllll the gentrification” were put on the windows of the coffee shop. While Bow Truss is not a national coffee company yet, it is beginning to make a name for itself by opening up in multiple locations throughout the city of Chicago. Local small coffee shops will not be able to compete with their three dollar bottomless coffee deals.

Driving through gentrified areas one sees chain stores and restaurants as well as high end new businesses. Rarely does one see a small mom and pop store that at one point contributed to the cultural personality of the area. When looking back at Riot Fest, the fest did not even allow attendees to bring in food, which hurt the local businesses and restaurants that help give Humboldt it unique identity. People were forced by buy from businesses that could afford to send venders instead of the restaurants that have been a staple of Humboldt Park. This continued destruction of smaller businesses shows how culture stands no chance when competing against gentrification.

Those who push for gentrification make the argument that it will curtail crime in gentrified areas. They believe that if a new demographic of people and respectable businesses enter an area, the crime rate will decrease. These people have tunnel vision and refuse to look at the big picture. They do not take into account those who are displaced from these areas. While crime in the gentrified areas may fall, crime throughout the rest of the city tends to be directly affected. This can be seen when looking at the area 70 acre neighborhood that used to be known as “Cabrini-Green.” Driving around the area today, it is hard to believe the place had been synonymous with gang violence, murder, and drugs. There are now a number of new housing developments, a new Target being built, a Dicks Sporting Goods story, and even a Stacks Fifth Avenue. Since the last of the mid and high-rise housing complexes have come down in 2011, the area has been focused on development. While the influx of middle class citizens and creation of new businesses has been great for some, the poor who used to reside in this area are left with nowhere to go. At its peak, Cabrini-Green housed around 15,000 residents, most of them in the high-rise complexes. This all changed with their demolition. “As for the Cabrini residents who called this neighborhood home until 2011, their whereabouts constitutes on of the greatest mysteries in New Chicago... According to the census data, Chicago has lost 200,000 of its African American residents over the past decade.” Along with the new businesses there is also an exclusive private school: the British School of Chicago. Many view people like Jitu Brown, a South Side education organizer, believe that the closing of public school to be replaced by private is a way to replace Chicago’s poor minority residents with wealthier inhabitants. “When you shut down a neighborhood school, you send a powerful signal to the people living there: ‘This neighborhood isn’t for you.'” The continued push to get rid of minority groups from areas they had previously lived continues to be an idea not fully thought out. Developers and legislatures refuse to think of the adverse consequences throughout the rest of the city. These consequences have inadvertently lead to crime that has the city suffering more than twice as many murders every year as does Los Angeles County or Houston.
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To see these consequences, one needs to understand the crime that had taken place in these low-income high-rise complexes. Chicago has a very rich history of organized crime dating back to Al Capone. Organized crime shifted gears in the 1960s when marijuana came on the scene. Chicago’s black gangs realized this was a major money making opportunity, and ended up dominating the field. This of course eventually led to cocaine and heroin being introduced to the gangs. While the government policies are currently responsible for the problems gentrification brings, they are also responsible for the increase in gang activity early on. They provided the high-rises which gave the gangs a place to build up their business. With everyone under the same roof, these operations were able to flourish, but still were kept somewhat secluded from the rest of the city. When the projects came down, Chicago’s organized crime became much less organized.

“The purpose of tearing down the projects was to regentrify the neighborhoods. And now, where there had been projects, you have chain stores, exclusive restaurants, delis, everything people want. But it also sent those gangs out into the neighborhoods, into new places in the city and the suburbs, places where they had not been.”

This gang activity has now been spread to areas that even years earlier could not fathom the idea that this sort of violence would infiltrate their neighborhoods. The operation have spread from one node in the projects, to countless amounts of street corners. This has increased the number of gangs as well as factions of those gangs and spread them out. With Chicago and the surrounding cities being the murder capital of the United States, it is estimated that around 80 percent of those are gang related. While gentrification itself is not responsible for pulling the trigger, in many areas it is to blame for the increased gang activity dispersed throughout Chicago.

There is no doubt that gentrification has its appeal. The beauty of the old architecture being built back up to reflect the present while still holding onto the past is a positive aspect that is easy for anyone to grasp. This is no more apparent than when walking into a Walgreens in Bucktown that used to be the site of the historic Noel State Bank building. Despite the many good aspects of gentrification, there are still far more negatives that take place as a result. The most impactful being the displacement of large amounts of low income minority citizens from neighborhoods they had occupied for years. This is due to the high rents and even illegal activities that seem to follow the process of gentrification. Neighborhoods in the city also tend to lose their unique cultural luster. Gentrification seems to bring in a population of white middle class citizens, which in turn dissolves the cultural traditions and practices that gave certain neighborhoods their identity. Smaller businesses tend to be forced out of business to make way for larger cooperation. Last, gentrification does not completely stop the crime that had been prevalent in these areas. Instead it just spreads it out to areas around the city that were not subject to such activity before. There is no stopping the massive force that is gentrification. The only thing we can hope to do, is recognize the problems that result from it, and attempt to do everything necessary lessen the impact.
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